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Abstract

Nowadays networks require flexible dynamic group communication with the internet. When we develop these systems on multicast communication framework, various types of security threat occurs. As a result, construction of secure group communication that protects users from intrusion and eavesdropping are very important.

In this paper, we propose an efficient key distribution method for a secure group communication over multicast communication framework. In this method, we use IP multicast mechanism to shortest rekeying time to minimize adverse effect on communication. In addition, we introduce proxy mechanism for replies from group members to the group manager to reduce traffic generated by rekeying.

We define a new type of batching technique for rekeying in which new key is generated for both leaving and joining member. The rekeying assumption waits for 30 sec so that number time’s key generation will be reduced.
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1. Introduction

With recent improvements in high-speed broadband technology, many new multi-point multi-user applications on the Internet, such as distributed simulations, multi-user games, conferencing and contents distribution, have emerged. They would be realized on IP multicast communication framework. IP multicast technology consists of a group management protocol (IGMP Internet Group Management Protocol) and multicast routing protocols. It reduces transmission overhead, requirements for network bandwidth and the latency observed by receivers. However, current limiting factor in the wide deployment of IP multicast for commercial purpose is its lack of security.

To support security in multicast on the existing network, we introduce a secure group communications in which a unique key, called session key is shared between group members. This paper is concerned with the dynamic secure communications (DSGs). In particular, we discuss the cases when a new member joins or a member leaves the group. In the security requirements for DSGs, re-keying is still considered as open research issues. Recently, several key management methods geared for DSGs were proposed. Furthermore, on distributing and updating the session keys, the problems of communications traffic and transfer delay are very important issues that must be solved.

That is, when a key update occurs and a member sends a message encrypted by a new session key, it is not guaranteed that the others members have already received the new session key due to network delays. Consequently, a members have not yet received the new session key will not be able to decrypt the message and the data must be retransmitted after the members receive the key. In addition, key distribution needs reliability and this causes the concentration of acknowledgements from members.

In this paper, we define a distributed system model for key distribution and propose an efficient key updating protocol. In this model, we introduce the key management server (KMS) to distribute session keys and the authentication server (AS) to authenticate members. In addition, we introduce a subnet management server (SGM) that has proxy function on the same subnet to prevent concentration of data from KMS. We also discuss an efficient key distribution protocol using IP multicast.

To show that the key updating time is shortened and traffic of key distribution is reduced, we will evaluate the proposed method on a multicast network model.

In this paper, we define a new method of rekeying in which server will generate a new group key for both two leaving or two joining or one leaving and one joining members at a time. In this way, the number of key generation will be reduced to half when compared to single rekeying method. If the first user waits for long time without a paired member, the server will generate a new key after a particular time. It will be similar to Batch rekeying in which new key will be generated after particular time. We combine the method of both single and batch rekeying in the single system. It is also very efficient method for key distribution because it reduces the number of key generation when compared to other method. Hence, the distribution time and traffic are reduced.

In the rest of the paper, section 2 briefly gives the some related work. In section 3, we describe a concept of existing method of secure multicast communication. In section 4, we propose an efficient key distribution method of dynamic secure group communication. Section 5, discusses an evaluation of the proposed method. We will conclude the paper in section 6.

2. Related Work

In [17], the group controller maintains logical hierarchy of keys that are share by different subsets of users. To revoke multiple users, the group controller aggregates all the necessary key updates to be performed and processes them in the single step. However, the group controller interrupt the group communication until all the necessary updates are performed, and then, distributes new group key to restore group
communication. This interruption to group communication is undesirable for real-time multimedia applications.
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**GW**: Data encryption Gateway  
**KDC**: Key Distribution Centre

**Fig.1 Secure Group communication System model**

In [18], to handle multiple group membership changes, the group controller performs periodic re-keying, i.e., instead of re-keying whenever group membership changes, the group controller performs re-keying only at the end of selected time intervals. However, the revoked users can access group communication until the group is re-keyed. This can either cause monetary loss to the service provider or compromise confidentiality of other users.

In [22], the group controller maintains a logical hierarchy above schemes; the logical key tree structure tends of keys similar to the solutions in [17]. To revoke multiple users, the group controller distributes the new group key by using keys that are not known to the revoked users. However, this solution achieves the good re-keying cost only if the size of the revoked user is very small or very large. In the above scheme, logical tree tend to become unbalanced after some membership and result in tree which has large height (O(N)). As the height of the tree determines the re-keying cost, several approaches have been proposed.

3. Existing Re-Keying Methods For Dynamic Secure Communications

We consider secure group communications for the members of a group sharing a session key. In particular, re-keying is a key point to realize DSGs and a member of works are in progress. In those methods, some centralized re-keying methods are reported.

A system model and a re-keying sequence in centralized methods are shown in Fig.1. Where, the function is assigned to KDC, which generates session keys and distributes them to group members and data encryption gateway (GW).

For the safety of DSGs, session key should be updated every time a member join or leave the group, since all group members share the unique session key. For example, re-keying sequence is shown in Fig.1 (b) where member g4 request to leave. This sequence consists of two parts: a distribution sequence of a new session key and an update sequence. In distribution sequence, a new session key, which encrypted by the old session key, is distributed to each member except member g4. Update sequence is started after KDC receive acknowledgement from member’s g1 and g3. For consistency, KDC sends key update request (KEY_UPD_REQ) to each member (g1). Encrypted by its master key. Each member sends acknowledgement (KEY_UPD_ACK) to KDC. After receiving this message KDC sends START_REQ to restart the data communication and wait for acknowledgement form all the members.

This method tries to improve system reliability by confirming an acknowledgement of each distribution data. This leads, however, to the longer duration time, when, in particular, it is applied large groups. In addition, network traffic is increased and the acknowledgements are concerned at KDC.
4. Efficient Re-Keying Protocol

4.1 Distributed System Model for Dynamic Secure Group Communications

In order to solve the above problems, we propose a distributed system model for DSGs as shown in

![Distributed system model for DSGs](image)

Table 1. Notations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>u_i</td>
<td>host i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PK_u</td>
<td>public key of u_i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SK_u</td>
<td>Private key of u_i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CK_i</td>
<td>session key of each communication group i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SGK_i</td>
<td>subnet session key for encryption</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>k[M]</td>
<td>encrypted message with key k</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U_id</td>
<td>user identifier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G_id</td>
<td>group identifier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>m(SG_i)</td>
<td>subgroup member under management of SGM_i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>m(G_i)</td>
<td>group member of group i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>x→y:w</td>
<td>X sends “w” to y</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.2. Assumptions

We give some assumptions based on design issues of the proposed re-keying protocol.

**Assumption 1:** KMS and AS are positioned at physically safe place in server provider.

**Assumption 2:** Each member trusts SGM.

**Assumption 3:** Public keys, PK_{SGM} for SGM and PK_{0} for members, are initially set up as secret information for authentication.

**Assumption 4:** Common key, CK_{1} between KMS and SGM_{1}, is initially setup as secret information for authentication.

**Assumption 5:** Group member keep their session keys secret.

4.3. Proposed re-keying Protocol

4.3.1. Leaving and joining of members

When a member wishes to leave the group during secure group communication, the session key must be updated. The proposed re-keying protocol consists of distribution sequence of a new session key and key updating sequence. In the case of leaving or joining member g_{k}, re-keying sequence is shown in Fig.3 (a).

**Step 1 Distribution sequence**

1. g_{k}→SGM_{k}: PK_{SGM}[LV_REQ,U_id,G_id]
   
   A group member g_{k} sends a request for leaving to its own SGM. This message includes user ID and group ID information encrypted by public key of SGM.

2. SGM_{k}→KMS: CK_{k}[LV_REQ,U_id,G_id]
   
   SGM_{k} transfers a leave request, which is encrypted by common key shared between SGM and KMS to KMS.

3. KMS→SGM: CK_{k}[WAIT]
   
   KMS send the WAIT message to SGM encrypted with common key if there is no other member sent the request to leave/join.
4. $\text{SGM}_k$-$\text{SGM}_k$-$\text{m(SGM}_k)$ : SGM$_k$[WAIT];
SGM send WAIT to $g_k$ if it receives WAIT from KMS.

5. $g_h$-$\text{SGM}_h$ : $\text{PK}_{SGM}$[LV_REQ,UID,GID];
$g_h$-$\text{SGM}_h$ : $\text{PK}_{SGM}$[JOIN_REQ,UID,GID]
Other member send the leave request or new member send the
join request by encrypted with public key of SGM.

6. KMS-$\text{SGM}_i$ : $\text{CK}_i$[KEY_DIS,GK$_1$,GID]
KMS distribute the new session key encrypted with common
key shared between SGM and KMS.

7. $\text{SGM}_i$-$\text{m(SGM}_i)$
SGM$_i$[KEY_DIS,GK$_{i}$,GID]
Otherwise it removes $g_k$ from table and distribute new session
key to all remaining members.

8. $g_k$-$\text{SGM}_k$ : $\text{PK}_{SGM}$[KEY_DIS_ACK,UID]
After receiving the new session key, each member sends an
acknowledgment back, to its own SGM.

9. $\text{SGM}_k$-$\text{KMS}$ : $\text{CK}_i$[KEY_DIS_END,GID]
After collecting all acknowledgements, SGM informs the ending
acknowledgment to its own SGM.

**Step 2: Update sequence**

1. KMS-$\text{m(G}_i)$ : $\text{GK}_i$[KEY_UPD_REQ,GID]
KMS broadcasts a key update request to the new group
members. This means that a member who does not have a new
session key cannot access the message.

2. $g_k$-$\text{SGM}_i$ : $\text{PK}_{SGM}$[KEY_UPD_ACK,UID]
After receiving the update request message, each member sends acknowledge to its own SGM.

3. SGM-$g_i$ : $\text{PK}_{i}$[KEY_UPD,GID]
If a member doesn't send an acknowledgement back, SGM re-
sends a key-update message to the member

4. KMS-$\text{m(G}_i)$ : $\text{GK}_i$[KEY_UPD_ACK,GID]
After collecting all acknowledgement messages, SGM informs key
update acknowledgement messages to KMS.

5. KMS-$\text{m(G}_i)$ : $\text{GK}_i$[START_REQ,GID]
KMS broadcasts a request for starting of data transfer to the
member of group $G_i$.

6. $g_i$-$\text{SGM}_i$ : $\text{PK}_{SGM}$[START_ACK,UID]
After receiving the request, each member sends an
acknowledgment to its own SGM.

**5. Evaluations**

In this section, we define a multicast communications network
model and evaluate the proposed method by computation using
the model.

**5.1. Network model**

We introduce a multicast communication network model
shown in Fig 4. This model consists of multicast routers, group
management centre (GMCs), which consists of hosts and KMS.
In this model, we define the LAN including GMC as level 0
routers, the routers connected to the level i+1 routers excluding
the level i-1 routers as level i routers and the LANs including
level j routers as level j LANs, respectively.

To evaluate the time for distributors and characteristics of
communication traffic during key distribution by consumption,
we use the distribution function as an index of distribution of
group members in the network.

Distribution function $X(p)$ is defined as follows

$$X(p) = \sum_{j=1}^{k} (j.hj(p))$$

Where, $k$ denotes the maximum level of the network model. In
this paper, we assume that $k$ is 5 and take account of 16 types of
distribution, in which the values of distribution function are
from 3700 to 7000 when the number of hosts is 1500.

**5.2. Distribution time**

From Fig 1(b), key distribution time of the conventional
method is estimated as

$$D_0 = 4.S(p) + 2e.S(p) - k.D_0$$

$$S(p) = D_0 \sum_{j=1}^{k-1} (H \sum_{i=1}^{j} hj(p))$$

Where, $e$ denotes the proportion of the number of packets that
does not arrive their destinations to all packets.

On the other hand, key distribution time of proposed method is
estimated as:

$$D_4 = (3k-1)D_4 + 2e.S(p)$$

Fig.3 shows the ratio of $D_4$ to $D_0$. From the figure, we can see
that distribution time of the proposed method is about one to ten
percent of the conventional method.
5.3. Traffic

Next, we consider the network traffic at the group management servers.
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**Fig. 5. Network model for evaluations.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Error Rate</th>
<th>$T_U$</th>
<th>$T_M$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>R=15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e=0.001</td>
<td>3006</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e=0.01</td>
<td>3060</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e=0.1</td>
<td>3600</td>
<td>306</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From Fig. 2, the packets transmitted in key distribution sequence in the conventional method is estimated as

$$T_U = 2H+2eH = 2(1+e)H$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)

On the other hand, the packets transmitted in key distribution sequence in the conventional method is estimated as

$$T_M = R+2eH$$  \hspace{1cm} (6)

Where, R is the number of routers. By assuming that $e<<1$ and $1/H<<1$, the proportion of $T_U$ to $T_M$ is:

$$\frac{T_M}{T_U} = \frac{(R+2eH)}{(2H+2eH)} = \frac{R}{2H}$$  \hspace{1cm} (7)

So that we can understand number of packets sent to or transmitted are reduced very well.

6. Conclusions

In this paper, we defined a distributed system model for key distribution applicable to dynamic group communications and proposed an efficient key updating protocol. In this model, we introduced a subnet management server as a proxy on the same subnet to prevent concentration of data. We also used new method of re-keying which will reduce the number of new key generation by half. We also evaluated the proposed method on a multicast network model.
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